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FIA FORECAST CREDITS AND MODEL ALLOCATIONS

Product Example 2

CARRIER:  Insurance Company Name Here

PREMIUM RANGE:  $100,000 or more

AS OF DATE:  Jun 09, 2023

SURRENDER CHARGE PERIOD:  10 yrs

STATE AVAILABILITY:  Not NY

SUGGESTED ALLOCATED INDICES & STRATEGIES

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
FIA Forecast Credits1 provide expected rates of return of individual crediting strategies in a fixed indexed annuity. FIA Model Allocations2 are
suggested allocations to the indices and crediting strategies in an FIA most likely to generate the highest long-term returns, while diversifying risk.
Model Allocations are based on two systematic models: Balanced Blend allocates equally to each selected crediting strategy, while Forecasted Blend
tilts these allocations according to Forecast Credits.
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ALL STRATEGIES
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FORECAST CREDITS: RISK vs. REWARD VISUALIZATION

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
The graphs below depict the expected risk vs. reward of the crediting strategies of this annuity. The top graph shows the Forecast Credits only for the
crediting strategies allocated to in the two Model Allocations, from the table on Page 1. The bottom graph shows the Forecast Credits for all available
strategies, from the table on Page 2. The Conservative, Moderate and Strong Forecast Credits ('Reward') are represented by the bottom, the central
point and the top of a bar for each crediting strategy, with colors by underlying index. Numerical values can be read on the vertical axis. The difference
between the Strong and Moderate Forecast Credits is the Forecast Credit Uncertainty ('Risk') for each crediting strategy. This is shown on the
horizontal axis. In the bottom graph, the allocated strategies shown in the top graph have central point circled.
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INDEX DESCRIPTIONS, RATINGS, PERFORMANCE AND FORECASTS

INDEX RATING HISTORICAL
RETURN

HISTORICAL
VOLATILITY FORECAST RETURNS3
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These notes are meant to provide outlines only. For more complete information, please contact us at info@theindexstandard.com

1. FIA Forecast Credits
These are The Index Standard's forecasted annualized returns of each crediting strategy, taking into account all features (participation, floor, crediting
frequency, spreads, fees, caps, etc.) of the given crediting strategy (but not including any overall rider fees or premium bonuses).
      • The calculations use computer simulations based on The Index Standard's index forecast returns and volatilities.
      • The FIA data are supplied by Cannex, who also perform the simulations.
      • The Moderate Forecast Credit is the average value of the simulated annualized returns for a particular crediting strategy over a 10 year
         time horizon.
      • The Strong and Conservative Forecast Credits are the Moderate Forecast Credit plus and minus the Forecast Credit Uncertainty.
      • The Forecast Credit Uncertainty is a measure of the variability of these simulated annualized returns, calculated as their standard deviation.
      • Forecast Credits are analytical estimates of future crediting rates. Actual credits may differ materially.

2. FIA Model Allocations
These are suggested allocations to the crediting strategies, according to two different models designed by The Index Standard.
      • The models are based on the FIA Forecast Credits and are entirely systematic.
      • For a given FIA, the objective is to allocate to the crediting strategies which the Forecast Credits indicate are most likely to generate
         the highest long-term returns, while also diversifying risk.
      • The model allocations are meant to provide a starting point for financial professionals in their discussions with clients.
The models consist of two steps:
      • Selection (both models):
                o for each index select the crediting strategy with the highest Moderate Forecast Credit;
                o from these, discard any crediting strategies with very low Moderate Forecast Credits compared to the others of the FIA;
                o include the fixed rate crediting strategy (if any) if 50% or more of the indices have been discarded in the previous step;
                o rank the list in descending order of Moderate Forecast Credits and discard any beyond 5th.
      • Allocation:
                o the Balanced Blend Model allocates weights equally to each selected crediting strategy;
                o the Forecasted Blend Model tilts allocations according to the level of Moderate Forecast Credits, subject to a maximum tilt of 10%
                   vs. the Balanced Blend Model.

3. Index Rating
This is The Index Standard's rating of the overall quality of the index, ranging from the highest rating Platinum, through Gold, Silver and Copper, to
Neutral and Watch.

4. Index Historical Return
This is the average annualized return of the index, calculated from the overall index return over the past 10 years.

5. Index Historical Volatility
This is a measure of the annual variability of the index returns, calculated from the daily index returns over the past 10 years.

6. Index Forecast Returns
These are The Index Standard's forecasted annualized returns of the index. They are based on computer simulations using consensus market return
expectations, along with critical index characteristics. The Conservative, Moderate and Strong forecast returns are the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile
values of the simulated returns.
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DISCLAIMERS
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

The Index Standard® is not, and does not act as, a registered investment advisor or fiduciary. Nothing in the data, information or materials
provided by The Index Standard® (the 'Content') is intended, and it should not be construed, to be investment advice. This document is meant to
be read in its entirety and without all pages is incomplete.

All information is provided solely for informational purposes. A reference to a particular index or security or other financial product, an index rating or any observation
concerning an index or investment that is provided in the Content is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold such index or investment or make any other investment
decisions and does not address the suitability of any index or investment. Content should not be relied on and is not a substitute for the skill, judgment and experience of
you or the entity you represent (as applicable, 'You') in making investment and other business recommendations and decisions.

Although opinions, reports, ratings, and scenarios presented in the Content may include quantitative estimates of index worthiness and related opinions or commentary
from The Index Standard®, You expressly agree, on behalf of You and users of You, that You are solely responsible to act with due care to make your own independent
studies and evaluations of applicable financial indices and any other applicable investments or products referenced in the Content or related to such indices. You
expressly agree that any reports, information or other Content made available by The Index Standard® are not a substitute for the exercise of appropriate independent
judgment and expertise; accordingly, You agree that You will not rely upon them as such. Reports, ratings, and other Content made available by The Index Standard®

will be based, in whole or in part, on third-party data, such as publicly available information that The Index Standard® or third parties have obtained or analyzed. The
Index Standard® does not attempt to verify any third-party information or any third-party analyses independently, and The Index Standard® undertakes no duty of due
diligence or independent verification of any information received. All ratings and related analyses made available by The Index Standard® are statements of opinion as of
the date they are expressed, and not statements of facts or recommendations to make any investment decisions.

The Index Standard® does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the Content, and makes no warranty, express or implied, as to the Content or
results to be obtained from use thereof, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with respect thereto. To the
maximum extent permitted by law, The Index Standard, Inc., its affiliates, and all their respective employees, subcontractors, partners, agents, suppliers, and vendors
(collectively, the 'Protected Parties') shall have no liability, contingent or otherwise, for any injury or damages, whether caused by the negligence of a Protected Party
or otherwise, arising in connection with the Content and shall not be liable for any losses (including lost profits), punitive, incidental, or consequential damages.

The index historical and forecast performance data and the FIA crediting strategy model allocations are calculated by COMPASS FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES
SA. COMPASS FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES SA uses its best efforts to ensure that the services are calculated correctly. The calculation of these data by
COMPASS FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES SA does not constitute a recommendation by COMPASS FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES SA to invest capital in
financial products nor does it in any way represent an assurance or opinion of COMPASS FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGIES SA with regard to any investment therein.
Readers are made aware, and accept, that calculations are based on large quantities of data provided by third parties and are thus susceptible to errors, interruptions and
delay.

Annuity data and the calculations for the forecast credits for each crediting strategy are provided by CANNEX Financial Exchanges Limited. CANNEX is not, and does
not act as, a registered investment advisor or fiduciary. CANNEX is not providing any investment or other financial advice of any kind. Data is compiled and calculations
are made based on the information supplied by or on behalf of the applicable financial institutions. CANNEX makes commercially reasonable efforts to ensure that the
information is reliable and accurate however CANNEX does not guarantee the accuracy of any information received from a third party. This information is current as of
the date and time posted and is subject to change without notice. Results from the calculations will vary based on the criteria selected by The Index Standard®.
CANNEX does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any calculations, and makes no warranty, express or implied, as to the calculations or results to be
obtained from use thereof, and expressly disclaims all warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with respect thereto.


